AHEAD Automation Hub
Modern Automation for the Enterprise
Organizations struggle to design, build and launch applications
that can radically improve speed, drive innovation and
increase efficiency, due to their largely manual, siloed, slow and
inconsistent development processes.

Organizational Challenges
Reliability

Visibility

Inconsistent resource
provisioning leads to
operational complexity
and security concerns

Utilization and use
cases are not well
understood or easily
reconciled

Manual Steps
Manual Processes are
error prone and slow

Speed

Satisfaction

Slow deployments impede
revenue growth, reduce
competitiveness, add risk

Dissatisfied stakeholders
seek to fulfill needs with
shadow IT

How AHEAD Automation Hub Can Help
AHEAD’s Automation Hub enables development teams to work more
efficiently and respond better to the dynamic needs of the business. By
modernizing and streamlining processes to reduce friction and complexity,
adoption of automation more closely aligns with stakeholder needs and
decreases time to value.

Visibility
Provide transparency
around environment,
usage patterns and
cost factors

Reliability
Define standards
and create offerings
to deliver requested
resources with reliably
consistent initial
deployed state

Satisfaction
Bring a public cloud
experience to services
that conform to
enterprise standards
and governance

Speed
Reduce time
associated with
requests by
providing solutions
that align to business
imperatives

Outcome-Centric

Manual Steps

Create offerings
that are designed to
remove friction and
streamline common
requests and tasks

Eliminate manual and
serial tasks in favor of
automated workflows
with metrics and
reporting

AHEAD Automation Hub Approach
AHEAD has defined a logical two-phased approach to building and scaling client
application development capabilities. The first phase consists of developing a robust,
repeatable and scalable framework for application development that provides a
foundational set of principles and processes. Next, AHEAD can help clients operationalize the
framework within their business, using modern software application development principles.
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Scalable Offerings To Fit Different Needs
AHEAD understands the needs and capabilities of every client are different,
so we’ve developed a series of three services offerings, all of which can be
implemented as a stand-alone, interlocked or evolutionary manner, to help clients
accelerate and improve their development capabilities through automation.
Packaged

Factory

Consulting

Fixed offerings to provide
quick wins and defining a
runway for sustained success

Agile delivery framework
aligned to the dynamic
nature of developing
capabilities

Technical and/or
nontechnical capabilites
aligned to solving business
challanges
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